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Lawyer answers Lacrosse combines sport skills
legal questions
from fire victims
by Julie Fauble
reporter

by Teresa Perretti
staff reporter

Since the Haven House fire
last Tuesday, Karl Sutter, Student Legal Services lawyer, has
been answering a lot of questions about the rights of students
involved and what they can do
next.
"Basically, I have been telling
them to check on the rent paid
for the next few months since
they will not be living there,
getting their security deposits
back and iust trying to make
ends meet, Sutter said. A lawsuit at this time would be difficult because "there are a lot of
questions that have not been
answered," he said. "Many
things are still pending investi-

gation and a lot of scrutiny."
Sutter said gross negligence
or recklessness on the part of
landlord Doug Valentine has to
be proven before a suit can be
brought.
"THERE MAY be a liability
suit down the road but it is still
up in the air," he said.
Sutter said the chance of his
handling a lawsuit is very good.
He said if several residents are
involved, they may have to get a
private lawyer in the city, but he
will do everything he can to
help.
"We will do everything that
this office can, but if it becomes
a major suit, it may be beyond
me," Sutter said.

Plans:
Work continues
by Dina Horwedel
staff reporter

Architects are working on
several construction projects on
campus according to Robert McGeein, director of capital planning.
The Jerome Library steps and
concrete area surrounding the
library have been blocked off
because the concrete deteriorated. McGeein said. R is not
certain why the concrete deteriorated and an architectual engineer is investigating the
situation.
McGeein said an architect has
been assigned to the project, and
when cost estimates are turned
in, the University will put in a
request for funding for the repairs.
The renovation of West Hall is
almost finished, McGeein said.

The project architect estimates
the project will be done by the
end of January.
A DATE for moving into the
building has not been set, McGeein said, and "the move will
be scheduled based upon the
demands of the teaching requirements."
He said the move will be
scheduled in close coordination
with departments occupying the
building because it is ''very disruptive for faculty and students
to move midterm. The exact
date of the move hasn't been
selected; one will be selected to
minimize any negative impact
on the departments."
Overman and Williams halls
are being looked at by architectural engineers. The brick veneer of the buildings is
collapsing and the engineers are
checking to see if the foundation
is sound before repairs begin.

Have you ever been walking peacefully by the intramural fields and had your
serenity broken by the cries
of men in helmets racing
around, wielding long, potentially vicious sticks trying to
maneuver a ball into a goal?
You may have encountered
the Lacrosse Club.
Lacrosse, though unique, is
similar to many sports
according to Mickey Cochrane, who coached the club
when it was a varsity sport
from 1966 to 1976.
Lacrosse is similar to soccer and uses offense patterns
seen in basketball. It is similar to hockey in that the ball
can be played behind the
goal, and the body checking is
much like the blocking in
football. Because it combines
all these different sports,
Cochrane said, "I think it's
the best spectator sport."
David Merry, one of last
year's players, called lacrosse "the only real American sport" because it was
originally played by the Indians of eastern North America. They used lacrosse as a
substitute for war. It still is
primarily an east coast sport,
though there are lacrosse
clubs all across the country.
The team beat Heidelberg
College 11-1 in its first game
this year Sept. 29, and its next
game, Oct. 18, will be against
University of Toledo.
The team is optimistic
about its fall season, partly
because many of its members
have been playing together
for three years. Two years
ago, the team did not win a
game, but this year it has
high expectations, according
to co-captain Tom Gallagher,
senior public administration
major.
'It's been an uphill struggle, and I think this year, its
going to pay off," he said.
ONE OF the team's primary goals is to win the tournament it is sponsoring.
According to Gallagher, he,
Marty MaCafferty, co-captain and senior marketing
major, and Jim Gavarone,
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La scoop!
Dave Tolh, sophomore management information systems major, scoops up a ball during lacrosse
learn practice.

goalie and senior political science major, had discussed a
tournament for some time
and finalized plans over the
summer.
The tournament will be Saturday, Oct. 27, 10 a.m. to
about 6 p.m. Five teams will
participate in the doubleelimination tournament.
They are Heidelberg College,

University of Dayton, Kent
State University, University
of Toledo and Bowling Green.
The club is open to anyone
interested.
Robert Conibear, coordinator of club teams, said, "They
don't even have to know how
to play. They can just come
out and work with the team."
Keith McKendry, mid-

fielder and senior IPCO maior, said, "It's competitive,
but it's not as much pressure
on players as varsity sports,
We have fun while we're out
there."
Anyone interested can contact Conibear at the School of
Health, Physical Education
and Recreation or any club
member.

Reagan to follow in Truman's tracks during Ohio visit
DAYTON (AP) - The train
trip through western Ohio scheduled tomorrow for President
Reagan may stir memories of a
similar trip in 1948 by President
Harry Truman.
To prepare for Reagan's trip,
Conrail officials are cleaning up
Dayton's Union Station, where
there has been no passenger
train service since 1979. Former
U.S. Rep. Edward Breen, 76, of
Kettering recalls riding Truman's "Give-Em-Hell Special."

In 1948, Breen was a former
Dayton mayor running for Congress against a Republican incumbent. He met Truman at a
Democratic breakfast in Cincinnati.
"I told the president that I
was running
for Congress,"
Breen said. ,THe said, 'When we
get into your area, you come out
on the platform and I will give
you a big boost.' "
At the first stop, in Hamilton,
Truman flubbed the name, tell-

ing the crowd it needed to "send
good, able, vigorous men to Congress, like my good friend Eddie
Green."
AFTER BREEN corrected
the name slip, Truman got it
right on subsequent stops.
During Truman's visit to Dayton on Oct. 11, 1948, the president, his wife, Margaret, and
their daughter, Bess, traveled in
a 17-car caravan to Memorial
Hall. Truman spoke to about 3,000 people in the hall and several
thousand more who gathered

outside to hear his comments
piped through loudspeakers.
Sylvan Fred, who heads a
Dayton advertising agency, said
Truman's trip was the idea of
the late Albert Horstman, a
Daytonian who ran the local
Democratic organization.
Preparations continued Tuesday for Reagan's trip to Sidney,
Lima, Ottawa, Deshler and Perrysburg, which will begin with
his arrival tomorrow at WrightPatterson Air Force Base.
"As soon as he lands, he's off

BGSCI alcohol policy refined
Editor's note: This is the
second in a three-part series
on alcohol use at Ohio universities since the drinking age
was raised to 19 in JSB2. Tomorrow's story focuses on
bow area bars and off-campus parties liave been affected in Bowling Green.
Carole Hornberger
staff reporter

Student questions concerning parties with alcohol,
which have dropped in number at the University since
the raising of the drinking age
to 19, have given rise to a
refined Residence Life alcohol policy.
According to Wayne Colvin, director of greek life,
some refinements were made
to the policy last summer to
make holding alcohol events
less complicated.
He said students were raising a number of questions
about parts of the policy
which were not specific
enough including responsibility for a party.
The policy states the individual in charge of the event

is responsible. However, students were unclear on duties
of the person responsible. So
last year, more specific duties were outlined.
AMONG THE 12 responsibilities include registering
the party 48 hours in advance,
scheduling monitors, supervising the event, making sure
everything gets cleaned up
afterwanfand following state
laws and University policy.
"The policy of the University basically follows the
state laws," Colvin said.
Minors, those 18 and under,
cannot be served any alcoholic beverage. The policy
also does not permit those
between 19 and 21 to drink
other alcoholic beverages
other than beer.
Colvin also said the University policy states guidelines
for good hostessing which
should be followed such as
having enough food and nonalcoholic beverages on hand
because not everyone will
want to drink.
Monitors' duties have also
been outlined more specifically. They must be 19 or
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THE POLICY states some
of their responsibilities as
checking picture IDs. identifying the age of students by
stamping their hands, circulating through the group during the party and consuming
no alcohol while on duty.

PAT HARDING, a member of
the White House press team in
Dayton, said she was unaware of
any renovation at the train station, but Consolidated Rail Corp.
spokeswoman Kathleen Byrne
said in Philadelphia that some
sprucing up is under way.
"In preparation for the presi-

dent's visit, the Dayton Union
Station is generally being
cleaned up. The ceilings and
concourse are being repaired,
some painting is being done, and
some stairwells reopened. Conrail is paying for the work because the site was in need of
some cleanup and with the
planned presidential visit, this
seemed to be an appropriate
time to do it," said Byrne.
She declined to give a cost
estimate for the renovation.

Convention center
funding approved

Colvin also said the number
of kegs is based on the number of people attending the
party. He said the amount
available should represent
the quantity of drinks needed
to stay under the level of
intoxication, which is 0.01
blood alcohol content.

COLUMBUS (AP) - State controllers completed approval yesterday of a $12.5 million package
which will help finance a $35
million convention center complex in downtown Toledo.
The last part of the package is
a $2.5 million, 15-year Department of Development loan - at
an interest rate of 7.5 percent -to
the Toledo-Lucas County Convention and Visitors Bureau.
The loan will apply toward construction of the center, department officials said.
Earlier this fall, the sevenmember controlling board authorized a grant of $10 million to
the University of Toledo, which
plans to build a downtown convocation center as part of the
complex.
In other business, as the board
completed a targe agenda carried over from Tuesday, members gave unanimous approval
to the Development Department's plan to make a ilmiiar
low-interest loan to the United
States Can Co. in Hubbard.

See ALCOHOL, page 3

OFFICIALS SATO the loan
will help finance construction of

JOHN Q. CITIZEN
71J UNIVERSITY ROAD
BOWLING GREEN, 0 4MK

older and make sure the people drinking alcoholic beverages are of legal age.

to a motorcade to political
events" in downtown Dayton,
said Lt. Clinton Collins, a
Wright-Patterson spokesman.

a new building and help with the
purchase of equipment. The
company manufactures paint
cans.
The Ohio Environmental Protection Agency, in other action,
was authorized by the board to
retain the services of two exSerts - Drs. John Botand and
erome Milliman - to assist in
upcoming litigation involving
the cleanup of the Chem-Dyne
hazardous waste disposal site in
Hamilton.
EPA will contract with Botand and Milliman for $65,000
each.
In other business, the board:
• Released $154,940 to the Office of Budget and Management
to finance the work of a planning
and supervision commission
which is assisting the city of
Wellsville in solving its financial
problems. The state auditor declared Wellsville to be in a state
of fiscal emergency last June 20.
•Authorized the Bureau of
Employment Services to enter
into a contract with James
Mueller as a consultant to the
director of the state's new Job
Training Partnership program.

We sure don't need Mondale
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—Editorial

China trip OK

Students shouldn't be so up in arms about University President Paul Olscamp's trip to China;
they are paying for none of his expenses and the
trip will benefit the University.
Airfare for Olscamp and Lester Barber, chairman of the English department who will accompany the president, is coming from a state-funded
operating budget for the president. Fare for their
wives is being paid for through the BGSU Foundation, a private endowment fund.
The Barbers were selected to take the trip with
the Olscamps because the English department has
been instrumental in the faculty exchange with the
X'ian Institute. All expenses after the couples
arrive in China are being paid by the X'ian Institute.
We believe the couples' trip to China is worthwhile because it will further an exchange between
the University and X'ian Institute.
The trip will promote continued exchange of
faculty between the two universities, something
that has been done between the schools for the last
two years. This involvement could mean more
Chinese graduate students for Bowling Green,
helping fulfill Olscamp's goal of increasing graduate enrollment, as stated in his Role and Mission
for the University.
It also may mean more American students
abroad exchanging cultural information with the
Chinese. Any exchange like this helps the world
scene, no matter how slightly.
Instead of complaining about the "vacation" that
Olscamp is taking, students should recognize the
trip's»value for University students.

"Arthur the greek'
bets for his health
by Art Buchwald

A month later, when I didn't
receive a check, I called the
bookie at Reluctant's offices in
Des Moines. He said he had
received all the forms but
couldn't pay off the bet. He had
to send it to his chief bookie in
Chicago.
I protested I had made the bet
with him and asked him why he
couldn't send me my money. He
told me that it wasn't his job to
pay off bets for the Reluctant
Insurance Company, but Just to
collect the money from me.
"Are you mad because I finally won a bet?"
"I'm not mad at you. But they
are."
"Who's they?"
"The guys in Chicago. They
don't like to lose, because then
they can't gamble on another
skyscraper, or loan a billion
dollars to the Chrysler Corporation."
"That's tough," I said. "But
when a bookie loses he has to
pay off or he won't stay in business very long."
"We'll probably pay you, but
your wager has to be reviewed
by our in-house betting commission."

I'm not a betting man by
nature but I have this bookmaker. He works for the Reluctant Insurance Company of
America. This is how we bet.
Every month I give him a certain amount of money, and he
takes a gamble that my house
won't burn down or be broken
into or damaged by a falling
tree. Another net I place with
him is that my car won't hit
someone in an accident, or I
won't be hit by somebody else.
Still a third one is that my family will not be stricken with an
illness that would require hospitalization.
Funny enough, I was never
anxious to win one of these bets.
I didn't want to collect from the
bookie on any of them. He
seemed to feel the same way I
did. So much so that, if for some
reason, I forgot to send him my
check for one of our bets, he
would mail me a nasty letter,
wanting to know where the
money was. He was not. he told
me, in the bookmaking business
for his health.
Well recently, due to an illness
"How long will that take?"
in my family, my bookie lost one
"As long as they can keep
of the bets. Since this was the
first time I had won I thought he making IS percent interest on
would be happy to pay off. After your money."
Two months went by and I still
all, even in Las Vegas the house
received no word on my bet. So I
expects to lose once in a while.
So I wrote him a nice letter decided to take action, as any
telling him that I had won the professional gambler would do
bet with him that no one in the under the circumstances. I
family would ever have to go to grabbed a hammer from the tool
the hospital for surgery.
"Where are you going?" my
But instead of congratulating
me, I got a very terse letter back wife asked.
"To Chicago and break the
telling me he refused to accept
my word until I produced the legs of the chief bookie if he
facts that he had lost. What hurt won't pay off my bet."
She wept as my plane took off
was he didn't even sign the letter
from Washington.
"sincerely."
I returned the next day.
I sent htm all the hospital and
"Did he pay you?" my wife
doctor bills and pointed out I
wasn't making a dime on the asked.
"No," I said.
wager. As a matter of fact, since
"So did you break his legs?"
be only covered 80 percent of
"I couldn't because he didn't
costs, I was still a loser.
His next letter arrived with IS have legs. The chief bookie in
green forms and 20 red forms. Chicago is a computer."
Each body in the hospital, I was
Art Buchwald Is a writer for
told, had to fill out either toe
green or red, or both, depending the hoe Angeles Times Syndicate.
on what they had done.
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Yes we need four more years
years ago the American dollar

by William P. Barron.* Jr.

was weak and Unele Sam was

Do we really need "four more
years"? With little doubt, the
answer must be YES. We have
made immense progress from
the decline of the last 20 years,
much remains to be done, some
changes will have to be taken,
but our general course is the
correct one.
Again your naivete about the
"real world" is shockingly deficient Every president since
George Washington has known
or learned that peace does not
come without price. As Thomas
Jefferson said, "The price of
liberty is eternal vigilence."
Since Grenada, our adversaries
have thought twice about adventurism, and the Sandinistas
seem now willing to open a dialogue on regional peace.
Throughout history, peace has
only been purchased through
force, for only when our adversaries know that we are prepared to fight to preserve
freedom can we truly have
peace.
You howl about innocent lives
put in jeapardy by our mining
Sandiiusta harbors; but what of
the atrocities committed every
day by that communistic totalitarian regime? Mormons were
driven from the country as "CIA
operatives" and their places of
worship confiscated; fundamentalist and evangelical ministers
have been tortured, killed, and
jailed. Wholesale violations of
human rights are perpetrated
by the Sandinista regime every
day!
One would think you believe
the Soviets are saints and Reagan the devil-incarnate. The Soviets have never upheld any
treaty or agreement they have
ever signed in the post-war period. The Helsinki Accords are
so much toilet-paper in Moscow.
Do you believe the Soviets desire
peace in light of Afghanistan,
Kampuchea, and KAL 007?
Unless my memory fails me.
the last administration allowed
52 American citizens to be held
hostage for over a year by a
fanatical and senile Iranian.
That same administration did in
Iran what you have blasted Reagan for in Beirut: only fewer
casualties.
Four years ago inflation was
around 12-15% and interest rates
were 22-25%; the misery-index
was at an all-time high. Four
years ago unemployment bovered around 9%; now
EWnew workers are emand business has created
new Jobs in the last year.
Four years ago business was in
the doldrums; now investment,
production, and modernization
of facilities are increasing and
the economy is growing without
uncontrolled inflation. Four

the American dollar is strong,
and Uncle Sam and all Americans have a renewed sense of
pride!
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America has began a process
of returning to those virtues that
made this nation great: hard
work, honesty, initiative and
ingenuity, and self-reliance.
More and more churches and
private institutions are reclaiming the responsibilities that were
turned over to the government
during free-spending liberal
Democratic Congresses in the
past 50 years. The Mormon
Church led the way in 1932 with
its comprehensive welfare system that is now the envy of
many governmental agencies.
Now "Operation Blessing" by
the Southern Baptists, and numerous other religious organizations, are complying with the
Biblical injunction to care for
the poor, the widowed and or-

Cmed, lessening the need for
government dole.
Beginning in 1962 with Roe vs.
Wade, fundamental assaults on
individual and religious freedoms have increased, largely at
the behest of misguided liberals
who did not stop to calculate the
carnage and moral disintegration inflicted. Now the traditional values that this nation
was founded on are in vogue
again; and the Constitution is
the property of the people again,
instead: of crusading liberals
who seek to bring society down
to the lowest common
nator.
The preamble to the U.S. Constitution states, "in order to
promote the general welfare."
Somewhere between the New
Deal and 1980, that was changed
to read "in order to PROVIDE
the general welfare." Life is
seldom one continuous stream of
bliss; adversity used to be considered moral and characterbuilding to those who overcame
it. Government does have a le-

gitimate role to play - AFTER
the individual, family and community (churches and social organizations, etc.) have done all
they can; but to suggest that
Sgovernment can do everything
or everyone, or be everything to
all is a pipe-dream. The best
help the poor and disadvantage
have is a growing economy
where inflation is under control
and opportunities to get a job
are high; and that is what President Reagan had delivered!
We had four years of Walter
Mondale, and the disappointments by far exceeded the triumphs; we DO NOT need four
more years of Mondale, but we
DO need four more years of
Ronald Reagan.
Aa a postscript, it should be
noted that I have been on disability for four years, and Reagan
offers the best hope of returning
to work I have in 1965!
William P. Barron Jr. Is a
senior history major from Salt
Lake City, iftah..

Taking an interest in scruples
by George F. Will
Politicians these days are expected to have such scruples
within their scruples that they
would never knowingly do anything considerate for a "special
interest." But consider H.R.
5783 and the saga of the umbrella frames.
That bill is the handiwork of
Congresswoman Marcy Kaptur,
(DOhio), whose district includes Toledo, where in 1899 the
Hull Brothers Umbrella Company began doing its useful work
so that you need not let a smile
be your umbrella. In time that
firm became part of the HaasJordan Company, which today is
one of lust eight remaining

American manufacturers of
hand-held rain umbrellas. But
no American firm makes
frames for such umbrellas. Last
year Taiwan accounted for more
than 50 percent of imported
frames. Under an automatic
triggering formula of the tariff
schedules a 15 percent duty was
imposed on such imports.
Today 95 percent of all umbrellas sold in the United States
are manufactured overseas. The
duty on frames could have killed
the eight domestic manufacturers, irrationally: It is a protectionist measure, but there is no
domestic umbrella frame industry to protect. H.R. 5783 carefully leaves in place the duty on
frames for beach and patio umbrellas, as American manufacturers of such frames desire.

On the other side of the Capitol from where Rep. Kaptur
toils, the distinguished and able
senior senator from the great
and sovereign state of Ohio
(sorry about the adjectives, but
they get flung around In the
Senate), John Glenn, saw his
duty and did it: "Mr. President,
I rise today to add a noncontroversial amendment to the Miscellaneous Tariff bill currently
before the Senate."
The amendment was adopted,
so unless the president vetoes
the whole tariff bill (for reasons
unrelated to umbrellas) the umbrella makers of Toledo - about
25 of them - can continue to fight
the good fight for the American
way of umbrellas. They, by the
way, are members of Lane Kirkland's legions - specifically .the
Amalgamated Clothing and Textile Workers - but they stood
shoulder to shoulder with man;ement in setback for the class
!, but life is full of comRep. Ed Jenkins (D) of
Georgia's 9th district participated in the passage of the bill,
as well he should nave, having
received a rocket from a testy
constituent, the founder of the
Southern Umbrella Company,
the nifty slogan of which Is
"Born in Hartwell, Georgia .. .
Raised Everywhere." His letter
ended with a snort: "I am expecting a satisfactory explanation from you at once without
long government red-tape procedure." That is a tone of voice
congressmen often hear. It gives
you a sense of why being a
is not all beer and
The lads at the White House
who wear those aesthetically
appalling and ideologically unsatisfactory neckties decorated
with the profile of Adam Smith
(whose profile would be on neckties in a Mondale administration
- John Kenneth Galbraith's?)
should, if they want to practice
what their neckties preach, strip
the protection from the oeacn

and patio umbrella people, forcing them to make umbrellas in
the bracing gale of competition
from abroad. But just as God
tempers the wind to the shorn
lamb, government, under Re^
publicans and Democrats alike,
follows God's example, and does
God one better by tempering the
wind even for some unshorn
lambs.
It is easy to treat such episodes as the umbrella frame
duty-lifting as subjects for merriment: Men and women labor
like hodcarriers and spend like
sheiks to get elected to the
House or Senate so they can give
laws to the great Republic, and
they wind up worrying about
umbrella frames, and being barked at by constituents in the
bargain. Actually, a lot of what
legislators do - searching for
lost Social Security checks, delivering high-school commencement addresses, having their:
pictures taken with Miss Yogurt
of 1964 - is less interesting, less
dignified and less useful than
than H.R. 5783. The wonder is
that Americans can persuade
people to become legislators,
considering the small pay ana
abundant abuse that comes with
the job.
One man eager to become a
legislator is Ray Shamie, who
defeated Elliot Richardson for
the Republican Senate nomination in Massachusetts. Re-'
cently, in his umpteenth
interview at the end ot a long
campaign day, he said something he did not quite mean but
that some anarchists masquerading as conservatives do seem
to think: "Elliot believes govi
eminent can do good things for!
people. I don't."That statement,!
which puts Social Security, the:
Interstate highway system and:
World War II (to cite just three:
government undertakings) in'
their place, is refuted by, among:
other things H.R. 5783, be it ever;
George F. mil Is a writer for.
the Washington Post Writer
Group.

Local
ALCOHOL, from page 1
Judi Biggs, assistant director
of greek life, said a new refinement for the consumption of
beer, added last summer, only
allows a single serving of beer,
16 ounces or less, to an individual.
She said this means no pitchers may be served. One person
may not order two drinks at a
time because he or she could
give the second beer to an underage friend.
GREGG OECRANE, assistant vice president for University student activities; student
activity orientation, said strict
Glides on monitoring parties
ve caused many organizations to reconsider having parties with alcohol.
DeCrane said he has seen a
big decline in the number of
alcohol-related events on campus. He said there has been a
tendency for students to participate in non-alcoholic activities.
DeCrane said the Student
Recreation Center has reported
an increase in its usage. This
could be related to decline in
alcohol events, he said.
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Ceiling set by Ohio Board of Regents

New dorms unlikely due to enrollment
by Beth Macy
and Jeanette Kleeberger
reporters

Building new residence
halls at the University in the
near future is unlikely
according to Fayetta Paulsen, associate vice president
for student affairs; residential services.
"We have adequate housing for those admitted," Paulsen said. She said a housing
shortage is unlikely because
the maximum number of students permitted at the University is pre-determined by
the Ohio Board of Regents.
The allowed 15.000 full-time
equivalency students is partially determined by the
amount of housing provided

LOSE WEIGHT NOW
100% Money Back Guarantee
IS THIS JUST ANOTHER ONE OF THOSE
WEIGHT LOSS PROGRAMS THAT DOESN'T
WORK? SURPRISE! ! !
WHEN I AGREED TO TRY THIS PROGRAM I
KNEW IT WASN'T GOING TO WORK, BECAUSE
ALL OF THE OTHER WEIGHT LOSS
PROGRAMS I HAD TRIED WERE A WASTE OF
TIME AND MONEY. THE ONLY WAY I HAD
EVER LOST WEIGHT WAS, STARVATION!
BUT MUCH TO MY SURPRISE THIS TREMENDOUS PROGRAM HAS NOT ONLY HELPED ME
LOSE 10 lbs. IN 10 DAYS, BUT MADE ME FEEL
VERY GOOD WHILE USING IT. MY FATHER
LOST 10 lbs. IN SEVEN DAYS AND SOME OF MY
FRIENDS HAVE LOST IN EXCESS OF 50 lbs.
WHILE ON THE PROGRAM. IT'S THE GREATEST THING THAT HAS EVER HAPPENED TO
ME.
IT REALLY WORKS
CA LL NO W; WHA T HA VE YOU GOT TO LOSE?"ONLY WEIGHT"

(419)758-3298
After 4:30

by the University, she said,
adding that the enrollment
ceiling is part of an overall
plan for higher education in
Ohio.
"Why build more buildings
here if at, say, Kent Stale
there is one not in use?" Paulsen said.
The housing office is on a
five-year capital improvement plan. Each year,
the housing units are reviewed and necessary improvements are made. For
example, Paulsen said,
Harshman Quadrangle received new carpet this year.
HOUSING SIGN-UPS are
offered to the upper classmen
in the spring.
"We establish the space
remaining and the required

amount of housing needed,"
Paulsen said. Freshmen are
assigned to the remaining
rooms.
She added there are about
12S to 150 convertible lounges
which can be used to house
students if space is needed, as
was the case in fall 1983.
"Admission recruits and
then we send out housing contracts," said William Lanning, director of Residence
Life for area two. "There is
always a certain percentage
that do pay the initial $100 but
do not follow through with
any of the other payments."
He said students were
forced to live in lounges last
fall because the dropout rate
for housing was lower than in
previous years and more

IS YOUR IMPORT FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE!!
KRAMER RD.
B.O. —

BG'f LARGEST
AND MOST
COMPLETE
IMPORT
FACILITY

housing contracts were accepted than normal.
However, not all University
students are single and willing to live on a single-sex
floor.
Because of the small number of married couples at the
University, there probably
will not be any on-campus
housing for them in the near
future, Jill Carr, associate
director of housing, said.
"THE TREND, however, is
a decrease in the 18-22 age
group (traditionally single
students), which means that
there probably will be an increase in older, married students at the University," she
said.
In addition, Carr said the
University's goal of increas-

ing the number of graduate,
minority and international
students may bring more
married couples to campus.
Tonia Stewart, director of
off-campus housing, said although there has been discussion on building a
residence hall for married
couples, it probably will not
be soon.
"The way it stands right
now, I think that most married couples prefer living offcampus, she said. "The atmosphere is usually more
conducive for their lifestyles
and studying habits."
The key is in the increase of
graduate
students, she said.
r
'We need to know what can
be done to meet their needs,
and then go from there."

MILTON'S
THURSDAY MILTON'S MADNESS
Feature Drinks:
Lacey Mai Tai

$2°

Sapsucker

$2°°

Five Alive

$125

Jraoe
imMlQ)inos\

352-7031

masiei cnaige

104 S. Main St.
THURSDAY
Homecoming Dinner Special
SMOTHERED CHICKEN
ONLY $6.95
Good Luck Bowling Green!

THISISFALCON FOOTBALL]

HOMECOMING '84: BRONCO BUSTERS
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Homecoming Court finalists selected

Photos /University News Service

by Andrew Wilson
and Caroline Langer
reporters

In high school, homecoming
meant many things: an exciting
football game, expensive dinner, romantic dance and two
students elected Homecoming
King and Queen.
In college, at least one thing
hasn't changed. There is still a
Homecoming King and Queen.
Last weekend, the 1984 BGSU
Homecoming Court was selected.
This year's finalists were chosen from a field of 42 applicants
based on campus achievements,
campus involvement, campus
knowledge, personal appearance and personality.
Only seniors may run for
Homecoming King and Queen
and 10 finalists were chosen five men and five women.
1984 is the first year the University has had a Homecoming
King.
Jeanne Papell, director of
public relations for the University Activities Organization,
said, "We decided to have a
Homecoming King this year because we wanted to open it up
and make it aware that everybody, both male and female, can

Sloan
Bentley

Steve
Cotten

run. This year's Homecoming
King is really just the same
thing as last year's senior representative."
Candidates for king are:
• Steve Cotten: Findlay. Public relations major, business administration minor.
Representative-at-large for
USG, Alpha Sigma Phi, Phi Eta
Sigma, Alpha Lambda Delta,
University host. Mortar Board,
International Association of
Business Communicators. Public Relations Student Society of
America, University Publications Board, forensics team, student editor of Green Sheet.
• Timothy Kime Jr.: Toledo.
Radio-television-film major,
t'ournalism minor. Representaive-at-large for USG, pledge
class president and pledge coun-

Carol
Shambaugh

Timothy
Klme

cil vice president of Delta Tau
Delta, cheerleader, University
host, campus tour guide, UAO
publicity committee, BGSU 75th
anniversary committee, Miss
BGSU social committee, dean's
list, intramural swimming
champion, reporter for the
Gavel.
• Michael Pickard: Perrysburg. IPCO major, general business minor. University host,
member and one of 12 international advisers of Lambda Chi
Alpha, campus Big Brothers,
Alpha Lambda Delta, orientation leader.
• Brian Powers: Parma
Heights, Ohio. Dual major of
economics and legal studies.
President of Mortar Board,
orientation leader, charter
member of Phi Alpha Delta,

Sandra
Stevens

Brian
Powers

opment, Panhellenic Council.
Order of Omega, coordinator of
campus Adopt a Grandparent.
• Carol Shambaugh: Toledo.
IPCO major specializing in expressive arts therapy, University Performing Dance
Company, Alpha Chi Omega,
Mortar Board, Phi Eta Sigma,
orientation leader, campus tour
guide, Frazier Reams
Fellowship, student representative of Arts Therapy Association, resident adviser.

coordinator of campus tour
guides, Advisory Committee for
General Fees Allocation, former
resident adviser, weight club,
writer for Miscellany magazine.
• Rodger Stewart: Cleveland
Heights. Social studies education major. Intramural advisory
board, Sigma Alpha Epsilon,
chief administrator of Interfraternity Council, co-chairman of
Ereek policy committee, student
;gal services representative for
Interfraternity Council.
Candidates for queen:

• Sandra Stevens: Akron. Radio-television-film major. Cocaptain of the Pommerettes.
Miss Bronze, Miss Black and
Gold of 1982-63, campus tour
guide, Women in Communications Inc., various University
productions.

• Sloan Bentley: Martins Ferry.
Ohio. Gerontology major, social
services minor. Undergraduate
Gerontology Association, Delta
Zeta corresponding secretary
and parliamentarian, first vice
president of membership devel-

• Amy Williams: Canton. Health
care administration major. USG
University committees coordinator, president of Gamma Phi
Beta, Panhellenic Council, Order of Omega, orientation
leader, health care club, peer
adviser.
• Sonia Winner: Centerville,
Ohio. IPCO major, pre-law minor. Bacchus vice president, executive officer and cabinet
director of Alpha Chi Omega,
Phi Alpha Delta, Law Society,
Dream Court, Mary Ruth KenMemorial Scholarship, BGSU
Academic Scholarship.
Student elections for Homecoming King and Queen will be
held on Friday, Oct. 12, in the
Union foyer.

**** GOOD LUCK TO ALL HOMECOMING CANDIDATESI ****
Wd

THERE ARE TWO SIDES TO
INC A NURSE IN THE ARMY.

CALL FOR APPLICANTS FOR WOMEN FOR WOMENSPONSORED POSITION ON ADVISORY COMMITTEE ON
GENERAL FEE ALLOCATION (ACGFA)*

:• 11 •

And they're both represented by the insignia you wear
as a member of the Army Nurse
Corps. The caduceus on the left
means you're part of a health care
system in which educational and
career advancement are the rule,
not the exception. The gold bar
on the right means you command respect as an Army officer. If you're
earning a BSN, write: Army Nurse Opportunities, P.O. Box 7713,
Clifton, NJ 07015.

ARMY NURSE CORPS. BE ALLYOU CAN BE.

WORK FOR
WE FASTEST
GROWING AIRLINE
IN THE INDUSTRY.
PEOPLExpress is coming to campus in search of
CO-OP EDUCATION STUDENTS

We encourage students who or* sympathetic to the concerns of women and have familiarity with on understanding of
women's, issues to apply for the Women for Women-sponsored position on ACGFA
Return the application form by Monday. October IS.
The Women's Center
3I5D Student Services Building
372-2281
I em Interested In applying for the Women for Women-sponsored position on ACGFA.

nlftee responsible for r
A

[[

organisations.

JL ||M__

THE JOB OFFERS ALL THIS:
• $5.00 an hour to start—with regularly
scheduled raises
• UNLIMITED TRAVEL PRIVILEGES ON
PEOPLExpress (Not only for you but
spouses, too, after 30 days of employment)
• FREE PARKING AT THE AIRPORT

THE MINIMUM AND MAXIMUM
HOURS YOU MAY WORK ARE:
• Minimum of 4 hours per day
• Minimum of 20 hours per week
• Maximum of 40 hours per week

TO QUALIFY you must have a GPA ot2.5or better, be currently enroled, be articulate—and
have a mature attitude and business-like appearance. Previous work experience is a must.
PRESENTATIONS WILl BE HELD ON MONDAY, OCTOBER 16th AT 10:00 a.m. WITH
INTERVIEWS FOLLOWING. SEE YOUR CO-OP EDUCATION DIRECTOR FOR FURTHER
DETAILS AND TO SIGN UP FOR INTERVIEWS. PLEASE BRING A CURRENT
TRANSCRIPT WITH YOU.
Eousl Opportune Emptoyer M F

PEOPLExpress
FLY SMART

__T_

|T1

, r||

I

TYRRELL'S
1220 W. Wooster
"Come out and see us; it's worth the trip!!!"
r-T-i TYRRELS
[*J MARKET

LZZI
10 bs. U.S. #1 Potatoes
Bananas
Extra Large
Mich. Cauliflower
50 b.
Unclassified Potatoes

Hospital

88* Bag
24* lb.

MAIN ST.

99* head
3" Bag

Visit our open Air Produce Market
Apples - Cider - Pumklns - Squash
Dried Flowers

SOPHOMORES. .JUNIORS...
SENIORS...GRAD STUDENTS
START NOW AS A RESERVATIONS SALES ASSOCIATE. Vbu'# be the first point
of contact between PEOPLExpress and our customers, providing accurate
scheduling and price information—and selling seats for PEOPLExpress flights.
YouH be based at NEWARK INTERNATIONAL AIRPORT.

ling ellocetlons of General fee money to student

Whole wheat donuts
Wheat & Rye Bread

2.39 Doz.
79* Loaf

Homemade - Apple A Pumpkin Pies
- Fresh Donuts •
Breads - Rolls - Baked Dally

l"Gal

2% Milk
Gr. Chuck
Cube Steak
Dinner Bel Bokjna
Dinner Bell
Smoked Sausage
Sugardale
Braunsweiger
Pork Steak
Chipped Boiled Ham
Coby Longhom Cheese

1"in5lbpkgs.
1"lb.
1—lb.

1Nb.
79* b.
1'»b.
1"b.
2**b.

M

***►-
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Chinese. Japanese studied

Asian language classes offered
by Kelly FriU
reporter

A small band of pioneers
has dared to be different here
at Bowling Green by enrolling
in the relatively new Chinese
and Japanese classes.
Chinese language classes
have a full-time teacher for
the first time this year. Yu LiHua, an exchange student
from the Xian Foreign Language Institute, is teaching
Chinese 101 and 201 during
her two-year U.S. stay.
The classes were previously offered on an independent study basis. There are
five students enrolled this
year.
Yu said her students have
several reasons for taking the
course.

"One girl, Julie, has a
Chinese boyfriend. She works
at China Gate (restaurant)
every weekend " she said.
Dr. Wallace Pietze, and his
wife, Diane, taught in China
but had little time to learn the
language themselves.
In the class, students learn
pronunciation and tones. The
class spent the first weeks of
the semester on tones, because each tone represents a
character in the Chinese alphabet. Chinese culture is
also discussed, Yu said.
The future of Chinese
classes at the University is
uncertain, she said.
"HARD TO say. Maybe
will become popular. Japanese started this way," Yu
added.
She said she was optimistic

University President Paul
Olscamp's visit to China this
month would bring about an
exchange of students.
Chinese classes are developing at the University the
same way Japanese did,
Akiko Jones, Japanese instructor, said.
Japanese was first offered
on an independent study/tutoring basis. Then a part-time
instructor was hired and now
the program has a full-time
instructor, Jones, who is in
her second year here.
There are now 50 students
involved in Japanese classes,
she said, adding the intermediate section is three times
larger than last year.
Japanese is an appealing
course to international business majors, she said. The

UNIVERSITY THEATRE •
PRESENTS

She Stoops to Conquer •
October 4-6 and October 10-13
Main Auditorium, 8:00 pm
Students $2.00 Adults $4.00
Senior Citizens $2.00

I
•
•
•

number of Americans who
know the language is relatively small and knowledge of
the culture definitely helps a
student's job prospects, Jones
added.
"It helps to know what to
expect culturally with a Japanese businessman," she said.
"There is a different form of
speaking to a superior or inferior."
Jones said interest in Japan at the University is definitely growing, but the
Japanese also are fascinated
with America - especially the
language.
"Every year, I go home (to
Japan) and new English word
added," Jones said, adding
that 10 percent of the Japanese language is influenced
by English.

$2 OFF

Conklin offering
campus program
by John Cummlngs
reporter

Alcohol. Communication in
relationships. Death and dying.
For Conklin Hall and the entire campus, these are all discussion topics for the year-long
Residence Life/Conklin program, "Conklin - the Final
Frontier."
John Johnson, hall director,
and Dean Breschani, assistant
hall director, came up with the
idea to make students aware
there is more to campus life
than residence hall living.
"This program allows students to see that there are unlimited resources available to
them, not only on campus but
around campus as well, Johnson said.
The program is designed to
involve all students and all residence halls, not just Conklin,
Breschani said.

There is faculty interest in
"Final Frontier," Johnson said.
"THE FACULTY has called
offering their services for each
topic," Johnson said.
Each month during the vear a
different topic is covered, with
themes from physical and mental wellness to freedom of
speech and voting. Each topic
makes use of panel discussions,
lectures and movies on WBGUTV.
This month's topic is "Alcohol
Use in America," and Breschani
said it will be a diverse program, involving area retailers,
a demonstration on cooking with
alcohol and respresentatives of
various organizations.
The presentations last about
one hour, beginning at 7:30 p.m.
on Tuesday or Wednesday
nights and are free to all.
"Our goal is to make it more
of a campus-wide activity,"
Johnson said.

$) OFF i50<-OFF

Any large 16" pizza
with TWO or more Items

Any medium 13" pizza
with TWO or more Wem»

Free Delivery
ONE COUPON PER PIZZB
l-TZZO/ri
oFN .
OPEN4Pm

nOlQOw'o*
ONE COUPON PER PIZZA
■~i"« OP€N 4 p.m.
352-5166
VOTED BEST PIZZB IN B C

352-5166

VOTED BEST PIZZA IN B.G

Any

MO.II lO" pizza
or largo mb

Froo Dollvoru

0
ONI COUPON PER ORDER
nSKO*"
^
l-TZZO'00(N
OPEN 4- p.m.
352-5166
VOTED BEST PIZZB IN B.C

Call 372-2719 For Reservations

NEWLOVE
MANAGEMENT
"A family company with
a family touch"
336 S. MAIN

THINK NEWLOVE

332-5620

TONIGHT
Association

JOIN THE BGSU TRADITION
SNAKEDANCE AND BONFIRE
SNAKEDANCE BEGINS AT 6:30 p.m. IN
THE UNION OVAL AND WILL WIND
ITS WAY THROUGH CAMPUS TO THE
STADIUM PARKING LOT.
Bonfire Begin approx. at 8:00 p.m. at the
Stadium Parking Lot
*"•(«

Cheerleaders
\

Football A. u~ i
Teon|

£»°£*Y

credd*ie

J^ledo

Elsewhere
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$39,000 computer useless
CINCINNATI (AP) - The city
is stuck with a $39,000 computer
bought to handle billing for ambulance transportation - a controversial program scrapped
this year because of public outcry.
City council enacted a $305
charge for a city ambulance ride
as a way of raising money last
December, but citizen complaints prompted them to reverse the decision in May.
In the meantime, the city
awarded a contract for processing the $305 bills to University Hospital, which bought a
specially programmed $39,000
computer. The contract also
guaranteed $18,000 for processing, and the hospital demanded payment for both.
The city has no use for the
computer, leaving council mem-

y
>>

bers to shake their heads over
the purchase. Some council
members said they weren't
aware of the computer obligation when they voted to end the
$305 ambulance fee.
"It's dumb, a very dumb
thing," said city Councilman
Guy Guckenberger. "The question is whether we have a $39,000
use for it"
THE CITY'S STRAPPED
budget prompted the $305 ambulance fee proposal for every trip
to the hospital. However, insurance companies were unwilling
to pay the fees as part of medical coverage, ana there were
concerns that sick or injured
people would hesitate to call an
ambulance because they
couldn't afford the fee.
Council reversed itself last

April, after University Hospital
already had bought a new Digital Equipment computer to
process the $305 bills. The city
used money from its fire division to buy the computer from
the hospital, and hasn't found a
buyer.
Deputy City Manager Michael
Bierman said the computer will
be stored until a buyer is found
or a city department finds a use
for it.
"We're still going to try to
look for some (buyers)." Bierman said. "But two or three we
were looking for with University
Hospital didn't pan out."
Bierman said the computer
can be programmed to perform
a variety of functions. The only
problem is $5,000 in programming that tells the machine how
to send out paramedic bills.

to the Homecoming Selection Panel:
Vernice Cain Beth Burner
Bob Gibson Paul Couch Chris Sweazy
for a job well donel

yns
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Omicron Delta Kappa
.. ODK ^—>
National Leadership/ Scholarship
Honor Society
Applications available

405 Student Services Bldg.
110 Administration Bldg. (Registrar's Office)
3rd Floor Union (GAO Office)
Applications due by Nov. 2nd
in 3rd floor Gnion GAO office

It

Social Security secure

Reagan assures public
WASHINGTON (AP) - Almost from the start of his
entry into politics, Ronald
Reagan has been haunted by
voters' doubts about his plans
for the largest and most lasting vestige of the New Deal Social Security.
Now he is trying once again
to lay that ghost to rest.
Yesterday, before leaving
the White House to campaign
in Michigan, Reagan told reporters, "We're never going
to take away from those people who are dependent on
Social Security, now or in the
future."
To rival Walter Mondale's
charge that he had a secret
Silan to curtail benefits for
uture retirees, Reagan said,
"I am terribly concerned that
this demagoguery about Social Security is frightening
senior citizens ... We're not
foing to let them down, and
've been saying that since
before I was president."
Democrats have assailed
Reagan on Social Security at
every opportunity, depicting
him as a die-hard conservative who wants to chop away
at the $185 billion program.
BUT REAGAN HAS himself to blame for some of
those misgivings.

i

great in the future, Social
Security spokesman James
Brown says that even young,
single workers who will retire
at 67 after paying the maximum tax can expect to recoup more than they paid in
with interest.
When Reagan took office,
Social Security was on the
brink of a financial crisis,
despite a bailout enacted in
1977 during the Carter administration that included $227
billion in payroll tax increases over 10 years.
Within four months of taking office, Reagan asked Congress for Social Security cuts
totaling $88 billion over five
Eears. The changes would
ave reduced overall benefits
7.5 percent over five years,
and 22.3 percent over 75
years.
Congress spurned the big
cuts in retirement and disability benefits, but eliminated
several benefits - for college
students, for widowed mothers when their youngest child
turned 16 instead of 18, the
!122-a-month minimum beneit and, in many cases, the
$255 lump-sum death payments - that the Carter administration also had tried to
cut in 1979.

He broached the idea of
malting Social Security voluntary in the 1964 Goldwater
campaign speech that helped
catapult him from actor to
politician, and again in 1976.
And repeatedly, even after
his bipartisan commission
hammered out a rescue plan
for Social Security in April
1963, Reagan and top aides
have fanned speculation they
might seek a major restructuring of the system.
Reagan told The New York
Times last March, "I have
said over and over again in
talking about Social Security
Eroblems that nothing must
c done to penalize those peoBle who are now dependent on
lose checks. But what we
need to do is a revamping of
the program."
And the president told a
Texas T.V. station in July
there was a probability "that
many people, young people
now paying in, will never be
able to receive as much as
they're paying."
THAT IS NOT the case,
according to the Social Security Administration. While
most retirees now get back
far more than they paid in
and the return will not be as

NORTHEND PIZZA
352-7734

now. POERD.
OPEN_DA|LY4_PM
COUPON

COUPON

COUPON

FREE
12" PIZZA

$2 OFF
any
16" PIZZA

$1 OFF
any
12" SUB

with purchase of
16" pizza with same
number of items
free delivery

************************************

with 1 or more items
free delivery

free delivery
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"CLASSIC W0MENS CLOTHING"
— ENLARGED AND
REMODELED—

FRIDAY OCTOBER 12th 6 PM
Arrival on "U.S. Car One", Truman's Famous Train Car

HELP PAINT SIGNS AT
Wood County Republican Headquarters
Thursday October 11th 7 pm 201 S. Main
Details concerning FREE TRANSPORTATION available there

Paid for by Students for Reagan-Bush

"We Invite Comparison" 101 N. Main, Downtown
#******¥¥**¥¥¥¥¥¥¥^¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥¥*
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Ambassador kidnapped

Clergymen, police testify

Local morals described
ELYRIA (AP) - Clergymen and a police chief were
among those called yesterday
to define local moral standards after a visiting Franklin County judge said he
didn't know whether standards here would be different
than those in central Ohio.
The testimony came in the
prostitution and obscenity
trial of former Lorain city
Councilman James Kokinda.
Kokinda and h's son,
James N., were charged with
promoting prostitution, a felony, and pandering obscenity, a misdemeanor, after
undercover police officers
went to Kokinda's tavern,
Koke's Place, last February
in Lorain. The younger Kokinda will stand trial later.
The elder Kokinda served
on the city council in Lorain,
a northeastern Ohio city of
about 75,000, for eight years
in the 1970s.
On Tuesday, Lorain police
officers testified in the trial's
first day that they saw topless
waitresses and nude dancers
at the bar. They said patrons
at the tavern were fondling

much immorality being publicly noted, so much crime, so
much dope peddling. These
are the things we are trying to
offset," he said.
ROGER GRIFFITH, the
police chief in Elyria, the city
second to Lorain in size in
u>rain County, testified that
his city's ordinances prevent
the open display of magazines
which show nudity on the
cover. The chief said he believes most people find photographs or films of nudity to be
less offensive.
"I think the community
draws a line to what is available in printed matter and
what is shown live for entertainment," Griffith said.
Griffith was asked by defense attorney Joseph
Grunda what his reaction
would be if he learned that an
Elyria Fraternal Order of
Police function last winter
included entertainment by
strippers.
"I would be very upset,"
Griffith said. "I would investigate to determine what the
facts are and take some action depending on the facts."

the dancers and performing
oral sex acts with them.
AFTER HEARING the
state's evidence Tuesday, visiting Judge Dale Crawford of
Franklin County Common
Pleas Court in Columbus
asked attorneys to present
testimony on local moral
standards to aid him in his
decision.
The Rev. Donald Yaekle.
pastor of St. John United
Church of Christ in Lorain,
testified for the prosecution
yesterday that he felt most
residents would find the alleged activities described at
the tavern: objectionable.
"That's not a normal interest in sex," he said, referring
to the activities described by
Assistant County Prosecutor
Jonathan Rosenbaum.
A Catholic priest, the Rev.
Joseph Stepp of the Church of
St. Peter, said his church
Erays for the people who paonize such taverns "to help
straighten them out."
"As I look back at the early
days of my priesthood, I don t
recall the presence of so

ON SEPT. 15, an anonymous
caller said the terrorist group
Islamic Jihad, or Islamic Holy
War, would take "necessary
measures" against Spain if the
two men were not freed. The
caller said the two were guerrillas allied with Islamic Jihad.
After the threat, the Spanish
Embassy told all seven of its
diplomats in west Beirut to live
at de Aristegui's residence in
Hadath.
Islamic Jihad earlier claimed
responsibility for bombing attacks on U.S. Embassy and military buildings in Beirut last year
and last month in which hundreds of people died.
The Spanish ambassador was
held at a house in a Shiite suburb
of Beirut, officials said. The
kidnappers delivered him to
Amal militiamen, who turned
him over to police.
A joint escort of police and
Amal militia took de Aristegui to
the Spanish Embassy in mostly
Moslem west Beirut, Geagea
said."I spoke with him at the
embassy. He is well but would

BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) -Kidnappers with automatic rifles
abducted the Spanish ambassador in Beirut yesterday, but he
was freed unharmed four hours
later after Lebanon's largest
Moslem militia intervened.
The Lebanese prosecutor general said Ambassador Pedro
Manuel de Aristegui, 57, returned to the Spanish Embassy
after being released. He later
went to his home.
The prosecutor, Camille Geagea, said de Aristegui was
turned over to police at 7:53 p.m.
(12:53 p.m. EDT) after negotiations with the unidentified kidnappers by the Shiite Moslem
militia Amal.
Lebanon's state television
said the kidnappers staged the
abduction "because they have
relatives held in Spanish jails.
There is no other political motive for the abduction."
The report apparently referred to two Lebanese Shiites
held in Spain in connection with
the shooting of a Libyan diplomat in Madrid last month.

not like to make any
statements," Geagea added.
SEIFEDDIN KHATIB, a
spokesman for Amal leader and
Cabinet minister Nabih Bern,
said Amal fighters found the
house where de Aristegui was
being held, freed him and took
him to an Amal operation center
near Beirut airport. There he
was turned over to police, Khatibsaid.
"We rescued him at 7:30 p.m.
and everything is perfect," Khatib said.
He refused to identify the kidnappers, saying, "The important thing is that we rescued
him."
De Aristegui was the fifth
diplomat to be kidnapped in
west Beirut since January. Two
Libyan diplomats were abducted and quickly released
early this summer. The other
kidnapped envoys, U.S. Embassy political officer William
Buckley and Saudi Consul General Hussein Farrash, are missing.
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EXPERENCE the fun and
adventure of...

SCUBA
•TRAINING SPONSORED BY PROFESSIONAL ASSOCIATION OF DIVING INSTRUCTORS (PADI)
•FEE IS LESS THAN HALF THE PRICE OF MOST SCUBA COURSES
•FEE INCLUDES ALL SUPPIES, EQUIPMENT USAGE, AND AIR FILLS
• OPTIONAL FLORIDA TRIP FOR CERTIFICATION

sign up or call the
REC CENTER

THURSDAY IS. . .
COLLEGE NIGHT
Reynolds at He-atherdowns 867-9123

Secor at Sylvanla 473-0662

Open Seven Days A Week!

TOLEDO'S BEST ROCK

PRESENT THIS AD FOR FREE ADMISSION
Not valid Friday or Saturday

372-2711

Expires: 10/18/84

NOW THRU OCTOBER 31st
•to-tr-tr

13th ANNIVERSARY
$100,000

Homecoming Elections****

Queen Candidates
Sloan Bentley
Carol Shambaugh
Sandra Stevens
Amy Williams
Sonia Winner

WHEN: Oct. 12
WHERE:
Union Foyer
TIME: 9:00 am5:00 pm
NEED: Student
ID
and Picture ID
to vote

King Candidates

Steve Cotton
Tim Kime
Mike Pickard
Brian Powers
Rodger Stewart

Homecoming Specials
Thurs. Fri. Sat.
Cotton Turtlenecks
Burmudas
nudas
Entire Stock
solids-prints

Wash Blend Tartan Plaid
Reg. $32.00

20% off
Suits

$19.99
Dress Blouses

1/4 off

Corduroy Jumpsuits

m
AMERICA

DAVID BOWIE
TONIGHT

V
COREY HART

FIRST
OFFENSE 8?
MIUMK MNUUSIS M MNI

U.

O

BODY
ROCK o?
MOWNM ruM SOUNDHWCI

■ anoNM

IHCIUOIHC

ioo»<<oc« roc* *»■» vioai

DWO<I 'w«ifi Tiuraoni voc« OMQI*3U*
VtMMaCPOM' «OC«l •IITIUMMMSM

Entire Stock
solids, stripes, prints

1/4 off
Handbags

Assorted Styles

All Corduroy & Canvas

40% off

1/4 off

DLe Ponder Puff
525 RiJ^e Street

Visa
Mastercard

Gv>*oe

••••

••••

Entire Stock
solids, tweeds, plaids

SALE

128 N. Main St.

*^%^

ss<*-

THESE PLUS
THOUSANDS
OF TITLES!

OUR ENTIRE
STOCK IS
REDUCED!

Sports
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Falcon kickers knot Akron
on wrong way goal by Zips, 1-1
Christmas came early last
night for Bowling Green s soccer team and Akron's Matt
Smith played Santa Claus. The
Zip fullback inadvertently
kicked the ball into his own goal
and the gift gave the Falcons
their only score in a 1-1 tie.
The goal came at the 32:28
mark as BG's offense was
swarming Akron's goal. In an
attempt to relieve the pressure,
the Zip fullback tried to boot thr
ball to goalie Sean Burke who
would have punted it out of the
area.
But, Smith's kick sailed past
the UA netminder into the goal.

Briefs
BG'S STINGY defense limited
the Zips to Just nine shots
through 90 minutes of regulation
play and two 10-minute overtime
sessions. Falcon goalie Kim

r..d to* by Wood CdwAlldn. wlri* |.ld»1n r»ff . 0>i..
tr—WI 4»l Fiorlll ...rylburf .Qlili<ol Ad»..ll.,(w.nt

There will be tryouts for the
women's basketball team on
Monday, Oct. 15 from 7 to 9 p.m.
at Anderson Arena. Interested
women are welcomed to attend.

THUR. STUDENTS WITH VALID
10 ONLY $2.00

CINEMA 142
If i Mondoy morning
oi JFK High.
• NICK NOLTE

Bucher turned in a fine performance making eight saves.
Akron scored its lone goal
midway through the second naif
when freshman striker Shaun
Docking drilled a shot through a
maze of players infront of the
Falcon net.
The tie leaves BG's record at
5-5-1, and snapped its two game
losing streak. The Zips, who are
ranked second in the region, are
^2-3.
The match in Akron marked
the Falcons' eighth road appearance in 11 games this season.
BG returns home Saturday to
face tough Division II foe Oakland University at Mickey Cochrane Field. Kickoff tune is
slated at 4 p.m.
There are an estimated 200 general admission tickets remaining for Saturday night's hockey
game against Ferris State,
according to Jim Treeger, Bowling Green athletic promotions
director.
Game time is 7:30 at the BG
Ice Arena.

"A Hard Working Common Some
Leader... To Meet the CMtaf*
of Wood Co»nty'i Future"

AlUn R. Baldwin
IMCMrtr

Falcon midfielder Kurt Davis
was credited with the goal.
The draw keeps the Falcons'
chance for a NCAA playoff bid
alive and should move up in
Mideast regional standings with
their impressive showing
against the nation's 19th ranked
team.

ALLOFME

D

WED. STUDENTS J2.00
EVE. - ADULTS S3 SO
(.MILIWtN
CHILDREN SZ.00
»2.00

League Championship Series
All Times EDT
World Series

COLUMBUS, Ohio (AP) - Keith
Byars of eighth-ranked Ohio
State, the nation's leading major
college rusher and all-purpose
runner this week, would like to
pull a trade.
The 6-foot-2, 235-pound junior
tailback wants to swap all of his
1984 statistics - 802 yards rushing, 222 yards receiving, 35

yards passing and 66 points - for
a decision over Purdue.
"I'd start over from scratch if
we could have that victory, no
doubt about it," Byars said yesterday amid preparations for
invading Illinois Saturday in a
regionally televised game (CBSTV, 3:40 p.m. EDT).
The Boilermakers beat the

NO SPECIALS

Think you're
pregnant?
354-3540

AH Method! ot Birth Control
Pregnancy Teeta • Pap tests
Annual Exams • Vaaeclomies
VTJ Diagnosis • Inlertjlrty Counseling
Fees are based on your income

STADIUM LAUNDRY (In Stadium Plaza)

PIZZA
BROTHERS, inc.

836 S. Main ,-c/*

GRAND
OPENING

i

I
I

FREE
GARLIC BREAD
With any Order

Buy Any I-Item Family Pizza
at regular price and receive
Any Small Foldover
FREE
A Value $4.00

Congratulations
Alpha Sigma Phi L'il Sis
New Actives

Any Deep Dish
Pizza

HOMECOMING SPECIALS!!

/£>«,

VI COLD KING KEGS $j
Tonic H2O
Ginger Ale
Club Soda

HOURS:
8-12:45 MS
8-12:00 Sun.
Like

&

Sugar

Free

Like

3 For $1
(Mix & Match)
$1.39

plus

Missy Goubeaux
Deb Seffens
Jacki Reisig

Exp 10/23

B.G. DRIVE-THRU
Lrj^

Terese Hildebrand
Marion Layfield
Beth Bungard

$2 OFF

Expires 10/23

tax

ORG Meeting
Wed. 10/17 8 p.m.
Archery Room
Rec Center
Eric Walker
354-8448

AE» AE4> AE» AE4> AE$ AE» AE4> AE* AE» AS* AE»

"Home of the Foldover" UJCa,o4Uo "We Deliver Anytime"
HOURS
Mon-Thw 11 am -12 midnight
Fri-Satam -1 am
Sunday 4 pm-12 midnight
Expires 10; 23'84

Buckeyes 28-23 last week and
became the lone unbeaten team
left in the Big Ten Conference
race. It also cost Ohio State its
No. 2 national ranking, the
Buckeyes' first loss in five
games this fall.
Byars is the principal reason
Ohio State still is a Big Ten
contender.

Raquet Ball Club

Call a friend
at Planned Parenthood

AT

^

Tuesday, Oct. 9
Detroit 3, San Diego 2, Detroit leads series 1-0
Wednesday, Oct. 10
San Diego 5, Detroit 3, Series tied 1-1
Friday, Oct. 12
San Diego (Lollar 11-13) at
Detroit (Wilcox 17-8), 8:35
p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 13
San Diego at Detroit, 1:30
p.m.
Sunday, Oct. 14
San Diego at Detroit, 4:45
p.m.
Tuesday. Oct. 16
Detroit at San Diego, 8:25
p.m., if necessary
Wednesday, Oct 17
Detroit at San Diego, 8:25
p.m., if necessary

OSU's Byars unhappy with loss

LOW EVERYDAY

°1T F9ff«T M'P"'SHT H9VI.

AT 7:30 4 9:15

Kurt Bevacqua blast over the
left fence off of Detroit
starter Dan Petry.
PADRE CRAIG Lefferts
pitched the final three innings
to earn the save. Lefferts
struck out five of the 10 Tiger
batters he faced while allowing just one hit.
In eight and one-third innings, Hawkins and Lefferts
combined to shut down the
Tigers to two hits, while striking out seven.
Game three will be played
at Tiger Stadium Friday at
8:35 p.m.

Because our prices are

AT 7:30 & 9:30

I Aller the hottest summer
ol Iheir lives, getting
I back to basics was easy.

The Detroit Tigers struck
for three runs in the first
inning but could only muster
two hits the remainder of the
game as the San Diego relief
corp took the spotlight to give
the Padres their first World
Series win, 5-3, last night in
San Diego.
Reliever Andy Hawkins relieved the shell-shocked
Padre starter Ed Whitson after two-thirds of an inning
and went five and one-third
innings retiring the first 13
Tiger batters he faced and
only allowed one hit.
Meanwhile, the Padre offense scored one in the first
and another in the fourth inning before exploding for
three runs in the fifth off a

NO DISCOUNTS

STKVK
l.ll.Y
MARTIN TOMLINl

TEACHERS
AT 7:30 * 9:1ft
["]

Bullpen, Bevacqua spark
Padres past Detroit, 5-3

3

We Love Tou!

AE* AL-# Ai* AE* AI$ ALi AE*AE* AE*AE*_AE*

MILTON'S
ALL NEW

HAPPY HOURS
&

5:00 - 8:00

deposit

EVERYTHING 1/2 PTCICE!
FREE HORS D'OEUVRES
SWEETEST DA Y RAFFLE
HAIR □■■ION STUDIO feSS:*:;:;:;^

EXPERT HAIR STYLING
FOR
M^US MEN & WOMEN
354-1477

I 1st Prize: 1 Dozen Roses from
Myles Flowers
2nd Prize: 2 Passes to a UAO film
: Tickets: On Sale Daily from 9-5
in UAO office. From
October 8-19. Cost $1.00
\«.

NATUflE AND EARTH UNITED WITH SCIENCE

434 E. WOOSTER

Drawing on Friday
October 19
Any Questions
Please Call UAO
at 372-2343

ABOVE MYLES DAIRY QUEEN
'"""

mniiiiiuminHn

^J
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Hunter adjusts to new position
by Steve Qulnn
assistant sports editor

It wasn't poor performance
that kept John Hunter off the
football field all last season. He
was red shirted so he could learn
a new position (defensive end).
He started his first game in a
Falcon uniform at defensive end
in last Saturday's 17-6 loss
against Toledo. And he made the
most of it.
Hunter finished the game with
nine tackles, four of them solo.
Three of his solos went for losses
totaling 27 yards, including two
quarterback sacks.
His performance earned him
coach Denny Stolz' nomination
for Mid-American Conference
Player-of-the-Week.
"I was real pumped up (for
the first start),'' Hunter said "I
was nervous I wanted to perform good. I made some plays
that were good, but when we
really n eeded them I didn't get
them."
The 6-foot-2, 210 pound redshirt freshman made the switch
from defensive back, the position Hunter was recruited to
play. He used his year off to
develop strength, gain weight
and learn BG's defense.

John Hunter

BG News/Phil Masturzo

The Athletic Band (which plays for the Basketball and
Hockey games) and three Concert Bands are being
organized for the second semester. There will be a
meeting on Monday, Oct. 22 in Room 1012 of the College
of Musical Arts at 4:00 PM for anyone wishing to be in
Athletic Band. Students interested in participating in a
concert band are invited to stop in the Band Office,
Room 1010 or telephone 372-2186 for specific audition
(where required), registration and performance schedule information.
,

BEFORE HE came to BG
Hunter weighed in at 187 pounds.
He credits his teammates for
being able to adjust to the defensive end.
"The first year I got here I
learned a lot from Chris (Hartman) and Troy (Dawson),"
Hunter said. "This year I watch

Vince (Villanucci) and learn
from him. When I'm in he
watches me. If I don't get the
right read, he tells me."
Hunter, a Detroit native,
played for DePorres High
School, a school that has a traditionally strong football team. In
his junior year they won the
Class D State title. That year he
played wingback on offense and
monsterback defensively. His
duties as monsterback would
combine responsibilities of defensiveback and linebacker.
In his senior year Hunter led
DePorres to a second state title,
this time in Class C. He won allCatholic and all-League honors
that year and took part in 130
tackles.
DePorres moved to the
tougher classification due to
their domination in class
D.Hunter said DePorres would
play teams in Class B even when
they were in class D.
BG WAS NOT the only school
interested in Hunter's talents as

BGSU CLUB
VOLLEYBALL

MAC schools Northern Illinois
and Central Michigan also
showed interest. Michigan State
also recruited Hunter, but
talked to him too late as he
already agreed to attend BG.
"I had passed the school when
I was going down south a lot, but
I never thought I would be playing here," Hunter said. "When I
came down, Martin Bayless and
Tony Graham (former BG defensive backs) showed me
around the campus, and I liked
it. I liked what the coaches had
to offer in the school."
While Saturday's game was
only his first start since coming

to BG, Hunter has seen action in
every game this year, and
proved he was capable of starting. Hunter probably expected
the fine performance of himself
as he enjoys playing on the road
as much as he does playing at
home - something not found in
most athletes
"I've always been a player
who likes to play away," Hunter
said. "I enjoy doing well against
a team in front of their fans."
This Saturday he will be playing in front of a home crowd
against Western Michigan. This
time he will have to get pleasure
from playing well in front of his
own fans.

THANKS!
Forrest Creason
Golf Course
Noble Romans
Little Caesar's
Greeting Exchange

The Falcon House

- Try outs ■
Won.. Oct. 15.10 D.m.
Rec Center •
Racauel Room

Finders
for helping moke
the
Golf Tournament

CtrU IIIIV J52-6791

HOCKEY PLAYERS
We have everything for hockey!
Cooper, Koho, Titan and more! Skates
sharpened while you wait.
Purcells Bike Shop
131 W. Wooster (Downtown)
352-6264
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MINI MULL BEAUTY SALON
Telephone
352-7658

190 S. Main St.
Bowling Green

Expire* 10/11/84
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CASEY'S
"Where quality originates'
i COUPON —— — — .— ————-COUPON - — — — i

Try our "Real"

ROAST
BEEF
$1.29
expires 10/21/84

VOTE Amy Williams n
For Homecoming Queen

SALAD BAR
and med. drink

$1.99
expires 10/21/84

CO

-i

•e-

CO
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LOSE WEIGHT NOW!
100%-NATURAL
100%-SAFE
100%-MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Guaranteed weight loss 10-29 lb. per month
Guaranteed High Energy Level
For Information call collect:
(419)423-1108
Thursday 10-11 through Saturday 10-13
Natural Health & Weight Control Clinic j

$-199

1"lb
SLICED

WswiSS «2'»lh
CHEESE

£L.

U
SLICED

•1025 N. MAIN'

ALPHA TAU OMEGA
PROUDLY PRESENTS ITS FALL
PLEDGE CLASS:

STEVE BARBIERE
RAY DUNLAP
DAVE BOWERS
MICHAEL JACKSON
TOM CUNNINGHAM JOHN PORTER
BRIAN DeWOLF
LOU SIMONE
STEVE VAUGHN
LEADERS SHAPE THE FUTURE. . .
ATI) SHAPES LEADERS. . .

GRINDER FEEDS6-8

Super Sub Sandwich

(Call ahead; big sandwiches take time)

$

10.98

TRAVELFLASKS....16oz.ur*feaka«e$2.39 ...

ICElO#BAG

49*

MUZTi delicatessen
1068 North Main Street
(NEXT TO THE LIQUOR STORE!)

352-8434

Classifieds
Ocl 11. 1984
ATTENTION
CORRECTION
CORRECTION
Stllla Asseament workehop postponed
waa 10111-now 11/13
The Placemenl Office)

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS
Alpha Lambda Dofta Inftietee: Tha mandatory
mooting and rehearsal la Ihli Monday. Octobor IB at 7:30 p.m In tho Grand Ballroom.
AIM. don't locgal that your nomination harms
muit bo tomod m at 425 Studont Services by
Friday. October 12.
AMERICAN MANKETWa ASSN.
Wa'ra going to Toronto!I!
Whan No.. 15-19
How. By train
For Fun, Bluechtp pit.. Moleen'a Brawary.
oorporata proasntations. and good ttmosll
Who: AMA members and trlonda
Intereeled? For dotalla contact Gary OCMM
MBS
Altontlon al Phi Eta Sigma mombars Don!
forgot about our banquet tha) Sunday. October
14 Return your reservation saps to Karen it
you have any questions please caN one of the
oWteajra
■oe* SaleOct.8-11. 11:30-2:30 1 3:304:00.
New Horltone SuHe-lsl floor Ed Bug. Rmll J
Idea booka. bulletin board supplies, stlckera,
Halloween docoratlone. etc
Sponaored by the Elementary Education
Student Advisory Board
Have a voice m BGSU athletics The Student
Athletic Board helps the athlellc department
communicate with its most important audience-the student body The SAB is now accepting
appscaeone lor new mamoers Appkcehons are
a aaafili at Memorial Hal uoket otfice. 406
Student ServKaa. or Stadium Athletic Offices
Al appscatona are Qua Friday. Ocl 12
JOURNALISM 300 deedene Admission forms
are due IhJa week on Fnday. Oct 12 in School
of Joumalem
Preview Day Volunteer! and Tour Guides
Preview Day meetings are
Oct 14, 115 Education BOO
Ocl 1 5 Assembly Room McFall 4 00
Must attend one for details and sign-up mlormaBon
The LESBIAN AND GAY ALLIANCE wil have a
social gathering night' tonight Cruising, along
with another movie, wiH be shown Any interested persons should meet at SI Thomas
Mora's Resgrous Education Room al 6 30 pm
Brmga tnend'
EXTERN EXPERIENCE PROGRAM
SOPHS, JRS, » SRS - APPLY NOW FOR A
MINI INTERNSHIP. GAIN ON-THE-JOB EXPERIENCE IN YOUR CAREER FIELD SY
WORKING WITH BGSU ALUMNI.
EXTERNSHIPS JAN 7-11, MARCH 11-15
APPLICATIONS AVAILABLE AT MH.ETI
ALUMNI CENTER (ACROSS FROM
MARSHMAN). CALL 372-2701 BETWEEN
1-5 PM MON-FRI.
PEstaUHt: OCT. IS
Ever have the oelere to Bve In another state?
Picture yourself attending one of 70 collegei
In the US without paying out-of-atsta fees'
Tha NATIONAL STUDENT EXCHANGE (NSEI
allows you to take coureee not offered at
BGSU and aipkxe another perl of tha
country. Open Information eeeelon
Tuesday. Oct. 16 al 4:30, Town Room,
Union. Can't attend? Cell tha Canter
for Educational Options 372-0202.
Would you like to live and work In WASHING
TON DC and earn a lull semester of credit?
WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIPS are
available lor all ma|ora, all Interests. Learn
more at the open Information session
MONDAY, OCT. IS at 3:30, Alumni Room,
Union, or call the Canter for Educational
Options, 372-0202
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You can now reeerve your one or two bed loft
tor next eernaalei. For Information and to order,
cal The Loft Conetruction and Storage Service
at 352-3636
Tucker Typing t Word Processing
Cassette tapes, papers, resumes
Nancy 362-0809
Abortion, pregnancy teats, student ratea Canter for Choice, downtown Toledo 419-2557769

PERSONALS
•••HAPPY BIRTHDAY QREGAROO!"'
DO YOU WANNA HAVE FUN AT A FOOTBALL
GAME?
BE A CAROM!
JOIN THE CARD SECTION MEET AT WEST
SIDE OF STADIUM AT 12:15-12 30
GREEK BUSTER
T-SHIRTS
CALL 354*112

LOST: Tan corduroy skirt and multi-color
striped blouse In first-floor women's resIroonvUnl.er.lly Hall Friday 1015, 5 p.m.
Plane call 372-2S01 I ask for Jan or deliver
to IBS University Hall-no questions asked

RIDES

Amy VVoarna
l^ongrMulations on Homecoming Good luck on
elections Wednesday We love you' Gamma
Phi Pledges
Amy Ysdrnaa.
Only 4 more daya
Than you will aaa
Which Kappa sister
Your big will be
Love your payched KKO big
Anita Parker
A huge congratulations from al ol us on your
engagement to Bob' Beat wishes tor a happy
tuturei Love. Your Dee Gee Slaters
Arm Leach.
Congralulations on your Dae Gee-Pike BTvekarng to Brian. We're so happy for you! Love.
Your Dee Gee Solera
Bob and Anna
I knew It would happen sooner or later'
ConoratuMone on your engagement
Baal WwheeBHIer
Book Sale- Ocl. 1-11. (11:30-2:30 • 3:304:00),
New Horlions Suite- 1 al floor Ed. Bldg Rm.
113. Idea booka. bulletin board supplies,
stickers, Halloween decoraHona, etc.
Sponaored by the Elementally Education
Student Advisory Board.
Caravan to Dayton's Homecoming
2 seats avaaable, Share rental car expense
Cal 2-4931
GO FOR ITI
JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM.
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN
405 STUOtMT SERVICES
RSA RSA RSA RSA
TONIGHT
SNAKE DANCE
AND
BONFIRE
CHECK AD FOR INFO
RSA RSA RSA RSA

SERVICES OFFERED

CHEE OMUNQA IS COMING
CHEE OMUNQA IS COMING
CHEE OMUNQA IS COMING
Christy Klrchhofl,
Congratuwbona on active of the weak.
Gamma Phi Pledgee

Deobl You rust don't understand!'
No reefy, thanks for everything, especialy our
wtd night on Saturday!
Love ya. 'Dave'

FAT AN0 SICK OF IT?
TALK TO SOMEONE WHO CAN EMPATHIZE
WRfTE TO OGH CO OCMB 2566.
REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW
THROUGH SEPT. 24, 5:00 PM
RSA RSA RSA RSA
TONIGHT
SNAKE DANCE
AND
BONFIRE
CHECK AD FOR INFO
RSA RSA RSA RSA

FREE info about book 'Obteai Maximum College Friancial Aid'' SCA. 3641 Deal. Oept C6.
Houston. TX 77025 Phone 17131 668-7899

Amy WltHeme
Amy Williams
Amy Wllllama

House Cleaning S 5 hour
Available weekends
Lasts 372-1713 alter 5:00

DO YOU WANNA HAVE FUN AT A FOOTBALL
GAME
BE A CARDI!
JOIN THE CARD SECTION MEET AT THE
WEST SOE OF STADIUM AT 12:16-12:30.

"1
I

Li" Uaa Draeger
Tha big hunt at almost hers
and I know you have no fear
Your big at excited, she hopes you are too.
there are so many fun things in store tor you!
Gat payched for tonight. Love. Your Big?
MAIN ST /FRENCH QUARTER RAFFLE
Come Sat. night A gel your chance
to win a 'Free' weekend lor 2 at
The Parrysburg French Quarter &
$100 allowance Ticket w'admission
Mail St-Saturday nlghta 10-13-11/3
BE THERE!

■stsstMMR TO PICK UP YOUR
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW
THROUGH SEPT 24 AT 5:00 PM
Amy Williams
Amy Wllllama
Am, Williams
PART TIME. I need 10 people who want lo
supplement their Incomes 25-50% profit on
every sale Exceptional opportunity that wil
make you feel greet Cal John after 4.30 1758-3298.

WE'RE OUTTA HERE'
WEST BY GOO
WILL NEVER BE THE SAME!"
MARY JO

352-3551

To Juse McCoy end Mom
Canoe-Canoe was here and gone
Schnapps and Beer. A river too long
Sharon Paddetng m those pink sweats
But starling the carnpnre waa the reel teat
Many lent poise, mangled and molested
Even some morals were undoubtedly tested
Then came the llamer al dressed m blue
Ameretto Sours and Plna Cotadaa loo
The night was planned everything was wel
but Where's Dawna's Date, no one could tel
The Rampage waa elated, the room awaited
The cendtos dan. we were definitely belted
Fnday MadnessiHomecoming wi soon be here
Tailgate Party and Exit Six draws near.
No more phone ceas or studying to be done
The party begaia end you're the kicky ones'
Your Theta Chi Dates.
Pee Wee and Mr Badger

TO THE RESIDENCE LIFE STAFF:
MERLIN IS WATCHING
AND FEELS THAT EACH
AND EVERYONE OF YOU IS
DOING AN EXCELLENT JOB

Pledges of Sigma PM Epsilon
Let'e gel ready lor a great homecoming weakend and show that we're becoming part of the
"heart of the Greek System"
SIGMA NU WHITE ROSES
SIGMA NU WHITE ROSES
SKMtA NU WHITE ROSES

$33 value
NOW $28 includes haircut
good through 10/25/84
valid only with coupon
walk-ins welcome

352-26111

1B7B Rhodes 73 key stage piano 1979
Fender deluxe reverb amplifier both In excellent condition $1500 lor both, but wil negotiete If interested cal km 372-4971
70'a Les Paul, X-ceeent cond
Merzk) PAF.'s Asking $350
3845

A GREAT SWEETEST DAY PRESENT!
Women's diamond necklace. Sterling saver
chain with dasmond In storing saver setting In
need of cash, asking $35 or beat offer Cal
Juts at 3548026
FOR SALE: 1977 Toyota Ceaca Lrftback
Rune great $1500
CM 364-1264
Conn Cksrlnet for sale
Price negohaba Pleaae
CM Beth at 352-8125 must sel1
1978 Dotsun 8-210
Good Condition, snows.
AM—FM. $1850 00 352-8074

T-SHIRTS •' T-SHIRTS ■ ■ T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY. GUARANTEED
WIZARO GRAPHICS. 354 3098

1984 Bate and accessory clearance sea
Loweel prices ol tha year! Purcafa Bike Shop
131 W Wooalar {Downtown) 352-6264

IMPROVE SELF-CONFIDENCE
. with hypnosis

DORM SIZE FRIDGE
FOR SALE
382-4436
For Sale Sony Stereo, Micro components.
Turn. Receiver, lape deck, speakers. 4 cabinet I450.O0 Firm. Jeff 352-2110 Excel.

352-8777
Falcon Baaoon Bouquets
For Homecoming
The BaaOonman
352-6061
Need Money? Why not sal Avon For more
ntormallon please cal PhyRe al 352-5833
Travail' FREEI Travel!!
Earn lagh cnnsTaeaJonj &
FREE trips promoting Winter
and Spring Break ski and sun tripe
SUNCHASE TOURS CAMPUS REP positions
avaaalxe CALL TOLL FREE 800-321-5911

FOR RENT
Elftoency Apt stl Aval. SI85/mo uH aid. M
215E Poe CM 354-8612 belw 6-7.30p.m.
1 bedroom. 2-peraon apt. close lo campus,
reasonable rent. Available winter semester
Call 35H217 0T 354-62H.

25' Draught Beer el Mr Boangkn. Tuesday
thru Thursday 7-tt p.m onry time draught bear
aaoH893S Main

2 bdrm apt to sublet dose lo campua
CM 364-7366
2 BDRM FURN APT TO SUBLEASE AVAILABLE DEC 24th to MAY 29th $260 MONTH
10 MINUTE WALK TO CAMPUS CALL AT
353 2321 AFTER 5 P.M

WANTED
Female roommate needed to share two bedroom apt. Pleaae call Lori 372-2711 (leave
name i number)

2 Bedroom apartment
lor rent. 3rd St
CM 352-4380

F, rmte needed to
share 1 bdrmapt.
$132 50/mo 363-1643

Femaa Wanted lo sublsasa upper part of
house. Own spacious bedroom Close to campua. N Prospect Only $120 per mo ptue 1/4
ol gaa. CM Gma alter 4:00 p m 352-2830
Avaaabto aa soon aa poesiba or for spring
MMMel

REMEMBER TO PICK UP YOUR
ORIENTATION APPLICATIONS NOW
THROUGH SEPT. 2* AT 6:00 PM

HELP WANTED

RSA RSA RSA RSA
TONIGHT
SNAKE DANCE
AND
BONFIRE
CHECK AD FOR rNFO
RSAR«AR«ARSA

EARN $400 TO $800 A WEEK WITH OUR
PROVEN ENVELOPE PROGRAM FROM
HOME. NO EXPERIENCE NECESSAERY? NO
OBLIGATION? FREE DETAILS
SEND
STAMPED ENVELOPE TO LACUNA'S P 0
BOX 25791. CHICAGO. IL 606250791

URGENT
In due need of the senior woman's name and
phone number who did not gel her question
enswered by President Reagan. Please cat
Pom at 2-2151

Help Warned. 19 and over Apply after 2pm
Mr. Bojengaa 693 S. Mam.
Government Jobs
l1t.S68-S0.5S3fyr.
Now hiring. Your eree.
Cell >OS-*I7-M00 Ext. R-M49.

Weston- 2 bedroom
unfurnished apartment
phone 352-1032 after 5 30

FOR SALE

'28N ViAIN' DOWNTOWN

MCA RECORDS

Audio equipment Buy. eel. and trade.
Major brands Jan's Guitar
130 E Woosler 352-8612

MIN WITHOUT NAT*
FOLK Of THE •OalPARTBl
«>*-■ measMtaeaiseo*

•••• VOTE •"•
TIM KIME HOMECOMkNa KING
FReTMY, QCT.H
YEAH Phi Mu'sl Congratuamons Jenny K.
Shety N. Linda P and Moey S on your second
place finiah In tha ZBT obahcal course way to
no1 low your Phi Mu slaters

MIKE S PARTY MART
'004 S. Main

YOU OWE YOURSELF A CHILY BREAK
visit Chiiy s snack bar located In Krelecher
Qu.ci Wo will be open at 4:00 on Oct 13 far
Homecoming, the aame aa all home lootbell
game day.. Otherwise, we are open 6.3011:30 Tuesday-Saturday. Join tha festhrHles
of our Grand Opening on Oct. 17. help ua
celebrate with movtee. tree popcorn, end
caramel apples. Remember to coma In lor
your Sunklat glass and than bring It back lor
aretHI.

352-9259

00 FOR (Tl
JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN
405 STUDENT SERVICES
ORE claaaea beginning 10/17184. Call the
Stanley H. Kaplan Educational Center.
Cell S3C-1701

(Near K-Mart

«I ■!«- '-;■ '
tsu.

I
I
I

L

We specialize In Beer &
Wine at State Minimum
prices
Buy one bag of ICE Get
ONE FREE
See us for ALL of your
party needs
Specials good w coupon
NO LIMIT

4th Homecoming Clue
W you try dkectty lo wm this race, you wB paw
by an interesting place Where boxes are
moyed and chains rattle, pass Iha by and
continue with your battle

ONLY . .

5
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Act Now! Contf.l deadline is
May 37. 1MB See u. I... entr%
forrm jnd oYljilv
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Walston Photography
^*tk 1167 Napolaan

y 352-1006

99

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Tan Myers
Aren't you Wed from your eight hour atrol-The
Bank

I'rm photo Minlnl, open to WIHTI
en, ODff IH snot age. whtne ippCeir
•line jnd perwnuhl> ijn beupturcd
n.itur.illi and jtliaKlurlv in a photo
graph (.ould win you

Gravers. Di
Tony 372-

For Sale Bed mettress. springs, frame $35
Oreaoer unftnahed $25 Both lor $50 3548226

VERY CUTE, ADORABLE KITTENS
NEED GOOD HOME
FREEI CALL 364-7184

Amwu

J

1B71 VW Convertible
restored, make otter
1-882-4739
HUFF'S USED FURNITURE
Rudolph 688 3251
Open Mon-Frt 8-8pm

ATTENTION ALL CAR ENTHUSIASTS: I have
MSI what you need! I HAVE to sal my 1*74
BMW 2002 I'm moving to Iowa and wouldn't
dream of subjecting tha) classic to Iowa wmlera.
The engine has bean rebuel and the body a In
exceaant condition Extras include: aun roof
Am/Fm cassette, 4 spaed. BLK ext. tan mt.'
Avaaable to see on weekends SERIOUS Invasion cal 354-8838II aitereeted Asking $4900
WILLING TO DEAL'" Be the envy ol your
Inonde-own a BMW

SHANNON WAGNER
NOW THAT YOU'RE 20 WILL YOU STILL
POSE FOR PICTURES WITH STARS YOU
KNOW WHERE? HAVE A GREAT 20TH BIRTHDAY!
MARY JO > KA.THI

PlM ton will ret-rive lav.il.aablc publicity jnd the thairur to
tompctc for the title Ml PPof A Pho
l<-genii -it the Profettiorul Photojr.
pht-fs o( Amcm-A convention held in
ChHaipi, Illinois. )ul. 27 Aufmt I.

Ruasef's Sweats
$11 25
Roc Center Pro Shop

PHIUP GLASS ENSEMBLE
OCTOBER 27, SPM
KOBACKER HALL
FOR TICKET INFORMATION
CALL 372-0171

VOTE
AMY WILLIAMS HOMECOMING QUEEN
FRIDAY OCT. 12

PM Eta Sigma members: We will see you ell
al tha banquet ihla Sunday, October 14.
Electioni will be held lor next year's officers.
Don't forget about our happy hours party,
Yoa asast bring yoar totter and an ID to get In.

Guy's Bike-Has 2 Flat Tires but reel In good
condmon Asking S20 Pal 352 0808

Deer Ida. It's finely come true - my dream to
attend school In another atate without paying
out-ol-stata lees' The NATIONAL STUDENT
EXCHANGE {NSEI does it' Meat ma at Iha
open Intormation session lo find out about It -•
Tuesday. Oct. 18 at 4.30 pm. Town Room,
Union Can't make it? Cal the Center tor
Educational Options 372 0202 Boris

To my little Trie* Capri Your the beat1 Late do
some serious parrying' KKG Love-Your big
TONKJHTII!
SKJMA NU WHITE ROSES
RUSH COOKOUT 5 30-7:30

Simmons Electronic Drums. Kory Poly 800.
Sequential Circuits 8 Track, Roland Juno 108.
Terns Drums. Marshal Amplfier All kinds of
guitars New A used Jim's Guitars.
130 E Wooster. 362-8812.

SO Kaleidoscopes
given away aa door prizes
KALEIDOSCOPE KONZERT
Kobsckor Hel. Frl . Oet 12. 8 p.m
Come and enloy a
variety of music

Spacious room lor 2. Indoor swimming pool.
sauna's, whirlpool, wekjhtroom. 3 bare.
restaurant S $100 esowance MAIN ST
Saturday nights grves you the chance
to win. A special weekend at the
Perrysburg French Quarter. A si the fijdngal
Don't rruaaoul

DO YOU WANT TO HAVE
FUN AT A FOOTBALL GAME?
BE A CARDIII
JOIN THE CARD SECTION MEET AT WEST
SIDE OF STADIUM AT 12:16-12 30

PEG
k> Te Amo
TONY

$V* ami Wjr

Monty's offers you
Design Freedom Perm

W. Wooster

LI Lauren Baehr
Our colors are red. bufl, and green
I think my new IttJe la simply supreme
Tonight your big sis w* be so proud
To welcome you lo our Alpha Gam Crowd.
Love Your Big

Rush Alpha Sigma PI.
LI Hall Tues Ocl 16. from 7:00 lo 9:00 p m
alara welcome.
SAE'S Beware
Some wild girls will be Ihera at your house al
nine tor a reel craieeee time. Gel set end just
ait tight, until this thursday nite. Oat psyched.

'5.25

1 OA

U" Ceryn Pinkerton,
Tha time la approaching-when you wU see that
you belong to the coolest lamly In AGO So
psyched to have you lor a ■'
Love. Your big lo be

IX.

Ooeers"
Autumn at hare! Reduced green fees Student
9 holes M-F $2 75
Sale on everything In Pro Shop
Forrest Creason Golf Course

One Urge One Item Pizza
FREE DELIVERY

SIGMA NU WHITE ROSES
SIGMA NU WHITE ROSES
SIGMA NU WHITE ROSES

RUGGER,
I'M ADDICTED TO YA BABE....

Gals SI Lag Cords
Rag S28 95-Sale 19 95-S15
Lea Cord Baggrea Rag. $30 95
Sale J19 95 23 95
Jeans N Things
531 Ridge
Open Tonight M 6 00

SIC SIC
HOPE TO SEE YOU ALL
AT HOMECOMING
CORDIALLY
#1. #2, '3, »4 #6. »8. »7. #8
SE2

Sigma Nu's Get psyched for s fantastic warmup Jhursday_njgJilj*ittUhe_^lrJha_XrsJ

Lee Guya Cords
Selected Colors Reg $20 00
Solo $12 95 Jeans N Things
531 FOdge 81. OPen lorapht t» 8:00 p m

DO YOU WANT TO HAVE
FUN AT A FOOTBALL GAME?
BE A CARD!!!
JC4N THE CARD SECTION. MEET AT THE
STADIUM AT 12 15-12 30

Fouts Typing
excesent quality
UDetver
BOvpg OS
On Campus pick-up
St/pg
Mrs Foots 669-2579

Al your typing needs
prompt A professional
352-4017 Clara

KmHughea
We love you. lake care
Gamma Phi Pledges

Cono/etuletfone JUI QeJJ on your poeMon aa
assistant coordinator of the Mies BGSU pagent
We know you I do greet Love your Phi Mu
SI it era.

TUTOFBNG
BASIC MATH - ALGEBRA - CALCULUS
READING - GRAMMAR - COMPOSITION
CALL 874-3349 AFTER 6pm
OAKHUB8T LEARMNO CENTER

,

T-SHIRTS • • T-SHIRTS ■ ■ T-SHIRTS
FOR DORM. PARTIES. ETC
FAST SERVICE. QUALITY, GUARANTEED
WIZARD GRAPHICS 354-3098

Patty Cakes: Congratulations on your AX-Sigma
Chi levakering lo David Letterman. When is the
wedding?

COLLEEN DAY
CONTRARY TO POPULAR BELIEF,
I STILL DO EXIST
,
LOVE. SAP

GUARANTEED STUDENT FWANCIAL AID FOR DETAILS WRfTE
ACADEMIC RESEARCH. BOX 912BC TOLEDO. OH 43697

THE ARRANGEMENT
10% discount on a haircut with Lori
whan this ad is brought In
352-4143

GO FOR IT!
JOIN THE ORIENTATION TEAM
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN
401 STUOtMT SERVICES

MKE NATYSHAK (Hf. Good luck Friday and
Saturday! Hope you Mam the Pledge and the
Nel'l Anthem aoonll K.

Rush Alpha Sigma PN
Li Sis" Tues Ocl 16
From 7 00 to 9 00 p m Al are welcome!
Check us for low si* screening prices
JEANS N THINGS
531 Fkdae

SIC SIC
ADMINISTRATION, FACULTY
INDEPENDANTS ANO GREEKS
WE ARE ONE SHOW YOUR PRIDE FOR
BGSU AT HOMECOMING
WEAR YOUR COLORS
SEZ

SIC SIC
BUST THE BRONCOS
BUST THE BRONCOS
BUST THE BRONCOS
SEZ

ateUnde Henderson:
Here you have it' Don't ever doubt us cause we
mean buemeaa, but than agam I guess someone ales did loo! Love Ya. H a K.

Dee Gee's and Boetonbeer
Thank you so much for helping me thru a hectic
erne Kathy Baxa

Ride needed to Akron area O
Wil nelp with gas
Cal John 372-58B3

Hamburger. Fries. Coke SI 69
Men -Fn 11 am -1 p m.
avaaable only with Iha ed
expires Ocl 28. 1964
THE CLOCK RESTAURANT
412 E WOOSTER

Hag Therapy: Bsoaaaa everyone needs one,
they're portable; they don't upeet the environment, end they make impossible daya
possible! Bealdea. .Ihey'r. fraoll for hag
therapy, aaa a Mend.

Aloha Sigma PM Lll' Sis Rush!
Alpha Sigma Phi Lll' Sli Ruahl
Alpha Sigma PN LH' Sis Rushl

Congratulations Machete lamer tor being
chosen Secretary ol NMPC
Love, Your Alpha XI Slslera

LOST & FOUND

Greg Simon To my dear, dear friend Happy Birthday, baby'
I wejh you tha vary best Have a greet day 11
be thinking of you!
Love Alwaya, Dene
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» BOC-riaaO
opa*aio'»
!T naland poancaiiy
2t Ba.oman
'CatuttManca''
rokt
29 GoOWon play
31 Arrivaaarci
'
34 Ffao/atxa
36 Foraaloi
37 Dobuainaaa
M Kand ol oatanM
40 Snonitaoa play
42 VicaP-a.-Janl
BafkWy
45 Scounavaia
4* Sat upon
50 Mmattatanow
pai^ortnaia
Si Small liKopaan
hamng
52 Goodnight
awasa"
%9 "
^>a
US»aC'
53 Haavy tolwmaa
56 Ancatnt icaianOic
wort
59 Symbol of
60 Son 0' Zaua
61 Pracita
62 S*i»» labnc
(aatura
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